Hews front tbc IWursing Morlb.
OUR CHRISTMAS COMPETITIONS.
We anticipate that an immense variety of garments will this year "be made by our readers for the adult sick poor who have to spend their Christmas Day within hospital walls. The parcels which are the result of our annual competition receive such a hearty welcome at each institution to which they are sent, that we hope to see them increase in bulk and in number every year.
The prizes will be: (1) For the best pair of socks knitted by a nurse, 5s.; (2) for the best pair knitted by any Hospital reader, 5s.; (3) for the best made flannel shirt, 10s.; (4) for the best flannel or flannelette bed-jacket, 10s.; (5) for the best flannel petticoat, 10s.; (6) for the best made and simplest shaped dressing gown made and cut out by a nurse, 20s. Long seams may be done by machine. With the view of enabling an estimate to be formed of the progress made, we shall be glad to receive the names of competitors, and to hear which of the six prizes each will enter for. All parcels must reach The Hospital Office, 428, Strand, in the first week of December, and they should hear the words Needlework Competition in left-hand corner of address label. DEADLY DRUGS. : A nurse only twenty-eight years of age took her own life last week at Brompton Consumption Hospital. The evidence at the inquest showed her to have been a religious, conscientious woman, and a very able nurse. Suicide while in a state of temporary insanity was the unanimous verdict of the jury. On the motives which could have driven such a woman to end her own useful career it is needless to speculate, but the actual cause of death comes home to all nurses. It is so easy to give an overdose of morphine or other poison with a dainty, innocent-looking instrument?although in the hands of a trained nurse the little syringe should be harmless and sacred. It should be only used strictly in accordance with orders. Nothing can excuse the administration of a single injection which has not the medical man's sanction. Not only for patients, but also for nurse, the prefix '? Dangerous" might well be added to poisons of all kinds. Drags with merciful properties for subduing pain are becoming very mixed blessings. People fly to them on the onset of small aches, for the secret remedy is easily secured, and after a short time it becomes quite natural to seek relief from discomfort until the pretty little syringe dominates the will and paralyses the intellect of a woman who would think herself irretrievably disgraced by the use or abuse of alcohol. There is no evidence that the poor dead sister had taken morphine before, but iwithout doubt the facilities for obtaining poisonous drugs are amongst the greatest dangers of modern civilisation.
UNPROFESSIONAL COOKS.
"I often wish I knew how to make more variety for sick folks," says many a kindly woman when her invalid turns with unconcealed impatience ifrom the beef tea, gruel, or boiled egg, whichl form bis monotonous diet. American nurses are taught to cook light dishes for the patients, and at the largest general hospital in London instruction in sick-room cookery now forms part of the course of training. But IRursing in parte.
(By a Wandering Nurse.)
IV.?A VISIT TO THE CHILDREN (continued).
In another ward lay the infants over one and under two years, and then came the older children.
The bigger beds were much more closely packed than the cots?in fact, they were often touching each other.
The crowded appearance of the wards was partly the result of the awkward size and shape of the bedsteads. Probably they were very old, and perhaps they were gifts, but certainly they had nothing to recommend them.
The mattresses were all sufficiently comfortable-looking, and all the linen was clean, and so were the children, with their closely-cropped hair and bright eyes.
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